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The burning of the FLAT marked the end of the ‘informal’ space as it had grown over the 16 

months that it ran. Shifts had occurred over the course of its development and changes in our lives 

directly impacted on the character of the FLAT programme. Towards the end we had moved out 

of the space and had begun to operate in a manner that increasingly resembled a more 

conventional gallery. This included more advance programming and less direct and spontaneous 

interplay between living and exhibiting. Though we remained committed to our original mission 

to “provide a free and open space for all” the nature of the exhibitions in the last months were 

more conventional in format. Indeed ironically the FLAT began to contract just as it had begun to 

expand.  

Just as there is no single clear reason for the FLAT’s beginning, so too the reasons behind 

its end are multi-layered. Life is always in flux and ‘alternatives’ by their nature reflect the 

changing circumstances of their participants. The constant burden of living in the chaos of a 

‘public space’ was impossible to sustain, and the opening of South Africa to the world led many of 

the participants to seek new experiences outside of Durban. 

It is significant to consider, however, that the FLAT operated during the transition into 

democracy in South Africa. Indeed, the symmetry is remarkable, with the gallery opening eight 

months before the elections and closing eight months after. The importance of this historical 

junction was discussed in conversation between Technikon Lecturer Lola Frost, Kendall Buster, a 

lecturer from the United States, and myself. Frost’s insight that the FLAT “articulated a utopian 

moment” spoke to the transitoriness of such ventures and the significance of the times in which it 

operated: 

 
Frost: I keep on saying to students now, for God’s sake get out there, go do it in the mall. And 

they look at me in amazement. I don’t see the sense of adventure now. I think what I am saying is 

that the FLAT Gallery existed historically between two periods – at the end of apartheid, and at the 

beginning of a new era. It actually existed in that gap. The FLAT Gallery was an articulation of 

a utopian moment. The very fact that you and Ledelle, who ran it, are now here in Washington 

also says something. Your interest isn’t in the new South Africa. Your leaving signaled the end of 
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this hole that corresponds with this gap time. I don’t know what Thomas would have to say about 

that.  

Buster: The FLAT though, and this is my reading of it, started to collapse on itself. And it is 

parallel or is not so unlike what happened to alternative spaces in the United States. You would 

have an alternative space that would start lean and mean, very direct; and then over the years, the 

word gets out… It is almost like something becomes a victim of its own success. What happened 

with the FLAT, Siemon saying that towards the end, they started scheduling ahead of time. The 

word got out and so more and more people wanted to have shows. And of course they had an open 

door policy. And towards the end, the whole thing started to loose some of that spirit. They moved, 

they were no longer living there, and so it was more like a proper gallery. So there wasn’t that same 

blurring of art and life. It changed… it was over. 

Frost: I would say it slightly differently. When it started, it was filled with excitement at a) the 

running of the gallery, b) the implicit recognition of this moment, with all of its potential freedoms. 

The FLAT Gallery was an articulation of a utopian moment. The problem is that it started like that, 

and then other people started to see this and wanted to get in on the act, so to speak. But the minute 

other people get in on the act, it is no longer an ‘installation’ with utopian possibilities. It gets to be 

a ‘business’ that needs to be organized. It needs to be run and managed. And these artists were not 

about that. I remember thinking: “Oh, this was too much of a bother.” I remember speaking to you 

and you said that you were bogged down in bureaucracy and forward planning. And I thought: “Oh 

well this won’t last.” And it didn’t last much longer than that. 

Allen: I always thought it was an interesting paradox that as soon as we started reaching our 

aims and goals, we lost interest. 

Frost: But you see, you lost interest because I think there was a fundamental contradiction, and 

understandably so. A contradiction between an operation that was basically intimate and very 

located in a particular community; and its sense of responsibility towards the larger community. 

This responsibility was at odds with the intimacy and the locatedness that was actually driving it. 

And so you got strung out on policies which you felt you had to implement, in the name of avant-

gardism – which were inclusive, non-racial and non-commodifiable. Those are hefty projects. I 

remember thinking: “Oh this is highly improbable.” At the same time though I would have 

censored that opinion. I would have said to myself that I am not allowed to think of these things in 

the new South Africa. It is a new moment, everything is possible. The fact that it didn’t continue 

shows how over-ambitious it was.  

Allen: I like what you are saying about connecting the FLAT to those ambitious times. The new 

South Africa, the new constitution - anything is possible. 

Frost: Well at the time everybody was working out the new constitution. It was only settled by 

1994 and the FLAT gallery started in 1993. That’s the FLAT’s architectural frame. 
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Allen: The elections happened at the height of the FLAT gallery’s success. It was right in the 

middle. The gallery opened eight months before the elections, and closed eight months after them.  

Frost: I think that is very significant. 1 

 

Though the FLAT as it had been was over, with time, this ending began to seem more like a 

transition or transformation for me. Not long after the burning and closing of the space, the FLAT 

was asked to participate in an exhibition documenting the heritage of art and cultural organizations 

in Durban. I continued FLAT activities without a space through the publication of a newsletter, the 

creation of an article for the newspaper under a pseudonym, and through the continued reworking 

of FLAT tapes in my own audio art projects.  Moe, who was studying abroad at Virginia 

Commonwealth University, launched an exhibition in an empty warehouse space outside the 

‘official’ gallery space reserved for graduate students. Later, under the name of FLAT 

International we presented installations in an unused store-front in Richmond, and she mounted a 

number of ‘open studio’ exhibitions in Baltimore and Washington, DC. Barry moved to 

Johannesburg to start working as a video-editor and became involved with the experimental music 

group, the Mud Ensemble and Horsburgh, after Cape Town, moved to London. 

 

 

                                                
1 Frost, Allen; Interview 12, Richmond, Feb 18, 1999 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The FLAT contribution to the What’s Your Case 
exhibition – a box of burnt paper, 1995
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WHAT’S YOUR CASE, Suitcase Exhibition 
Kwa Muhle Museum 
May 16, 1995 
 

 

 

To celebrate International Museums Day (18 May), this exhibition was organized by the Bartel 

Arts Trust, at the Kwa Muhle Museum. Documenting the heritage of arts and culture 

organizations, companies and social groups in Kwa-Zulu Natal. A glance at the list of participants 

gives one a sense of the range of ‘cultural’ and ‘political’ voices that were involved, and 

highlighted the inseparable relationship between art and politics in South Africa. Though this was 

an ‘art’ show, with each organization being asked to submit a ‘suitcase’ for exhibition, most were 

not arts organizations. The list of 21 exhibitors included a broad range of venues that ranged from 

ecological organizations such as Earth Life; to the cultural working group - Culture and Working 

Life Project; Umzansi Arts Center; the anti-apartheid organization - End Conscription Campaign; 

Umafrika; as well as the Durban Hindu Temple. 

The FLAT, regarded in this context as a ‘historic’ Durban organization, chose to present 

‘information’ about its activities in a less straightforward manner than most of the exhibition 

participants. Each had been given a large trunk and invited to exhibit information about their 

respective organisations in the boxes, and everybody complied. We, however, chose to present a 

memorial to the FLAT’s 

final burning, and in 

keeping with its 

subversive strategies filled 

our trunk with burnt 

newspaper. The charred 

illegible text was a symbol 

of information withheld 

and forgotten histories. It 

was indeed a “mysterious 

object”, as one person 

commented, amoung the 

other presentations.  
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FLAT NEWLETTER 
FLAT Issue 1 
GREG STREAK  
April 1995 
 
Without a physical space from which to operate, FLAT activities required an alternative medium. 

Born out of the necessity to find a cheap option that would allow for continued dialogue - an art 

newsletter: FLAT - was created. With the DTP skills of Caryn Iseman, a Technikon Fine Art 

graduate, a monthly publication of 1000 copies was produced. This was distributed to a large 

audience without the requirement of any specific space. A request for distribution through their 

mailing was sent to the NSA, but this was declined. 

In May of 1995 I approached Greg Streak, who had just returned from the United States, 

to do an interview for the newsletter. It was significant that Streak had neither shown nor been 

involved with the FLAT, and so in some sense represented a fresh perspective. The aim of the 

Newsletter was to look critically at cultural production in Durban, through the medium of the 

interview. As there was no other art press like this in Durban, it seemed most appropriate. It is 

significant that Streak spoke critically about the various arts organizations in Durban. 

 

 

 

FLAT Issue 2 
ESSEX ROAD GALLERY 
July 1995 
 

The Essex Road artists, as mentioned earlier were in constant communication with the FLAT 

gallery and an interview with a group of its key participants followed the Streak issue. This 

document was published with text in both English and Zulu translated by Simon Manana. This 

interview was published to accompany an exhibition of Essex Road artists’ work at the NSA. 

At this time, Andries Botha assisted us in putting forward an application for funding for 

the newsletter from BAT. Vusi Mchunu, then director of BAT, saw this issue of the newsletter 

and he was extremely supportive. We were informed that we would receive a R1000 grant to 

continue the document, but due to unrelated circumstances, never drew this money. 
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FLAT Issue 3 
MELISSA MARRINS 
August 1995 
 

 

In April of 1995, Melissa Marrins had organized two off-site installations at Chandon House, in 

what was an old operating theater in Mount Edgecombe. My interest in interviewing Marrins lay 

in what I perceived as a growth at that time in the use of non-traditional venues for site-specific 

installations in the greater Durban area.  

The interview is presented here in its entirety for the first time; it was never published 

and distributed, as I had left the country before I could release it. At this time, I was given the 

opportunity for an artist residency in the United States. I chose to leave Durban and go to the 

Washington, DC area to expand my research into alternative spaces in the States, and to continue 

with my own artistic projects.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the publication of the second issue of FLAT, 
the Bartel Arts Trust gave a R 1000 grant towards 
the production costs of the newsletter. However 
due to unrelated circumstances, the money was 
never used, 1995. 
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The FLAT COMPACT DISKS & MEREDITH VIE 
1995 - 1997 
 

 

 

Once in the States I continued to research alternative spaces and make work, exhibiting a number 

of large-scale ‘architectural’ installations.  I also began the preparation of two compilations of 

FLAT audio materials for inclusion in the FLAT FILE document. This effort resulted in two sets 

of limited edition compact disks. On one was a compilation of purely FLAT audio material, and 

on the other a document of my own audio work made at the FLAT, as well as some post-FLAT 

material that came out of the original FLAT tapes. 

As had been the case with Nella Nomeis, my pseudonym used for the ‘invented’ band 

review some years back, I also created a persona, this time, “Meredith Vie”, to author a ‘review’ 

of this audio material. On returning to Durban, in 1996, I wrote this ‘review’ of these two ‘limited 

edition’ FLAT CDs, and submitted it to the Mail and Guardian (November 7).  Interest from then 

editor, Charl Blignaut, led to a number of  ‘calls’ to Meredith Vie, who of course did not exist. 

Jenah McCarthy, a young artist who had been researching alternative art spaces in Durban, agreed 

to my request to ‘be Meredith Vie’ and participated in the ‘intervention’ by returning Blignaut’s 

calls. Various communications ensued between them, and the document was edited a number of 

times with promises made for a publication date. However, for some unknown reason, perhaps 

‘Meredith’s’ elusiveness, the article was never published.  

 
 

 
 

Correspondence between Charl Blignaut of the Mail & Guardian and Meredith Vie, 1996 
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“ALTERNATIVE! Alternative to what...?”  
By MEREDITH VIE 
 
The now defunct FLAT Gallery, Durban’s 
experiment in alternative ‘living’ and ‘visual 
display’ celebrates its third year of surreptitious 
activity with the release of two eponymous CDs. 
Initiated in 1993 by the then occupants; Ledelle 
Moe, Thomas Dry Barry and Siemon Allen: the 
FLAT operated out of a second story apartment 
and cultivated an inner-city context for Durban's 
avant-garde. “We needed a site for 
inter-disciplinary activity to combat Durban’s 
overwhelming apathy in the arts,” says Moe (now 
teaching at the Maryland Institute for Fine Arts in 
Baltimore, USA.) This tough militaristic 
description is sharply contrasted by the more 
elusive Barry who says: “We actually just wanted 
anything to happen.” 

Defying definition, the FLAT's 
‘everything-including-the-kitchen-sink’ attitude 
towards performance and installation has been 
influential, if nothing else, on the programming 
of more established art venues such as the NSA 
(Natal Society for Arts) and the Durban Art 
Gallery. At the opening of the Volkskas 1994 
regional show then president of the NSA, Mike 
McMeekan cited the FLAT as an important 
influence in the development of new art in 
Durban.  

The FLAT and Johannesburg ‘cousin’ FIG 
Gallery join an international resurgence in 
alternative spaces, particularly in Los Angeles, 
Chicago and London. These spaces typically 
artist run, flexible and transient operate out of 
cheap, less conventional spaces, including: 
store-fronts, hotel rooms (for 24 hour stints), or 
various lounges and/or dinning rooms (as in the 
case of FLAT). Though loosely fashioned on the 
‘alternative space’ movement of the 70’s, these 
contemporaries claim no association to the 
former, “avoiding the now popular cliches of 
empowerment and tokenism.”  

New York’s White Columns and 
Johannesburg's Market Gallery are some of the 
70s prototypes developed by artists feeling 
institutional neglect, and discontent toward the 
commercial galleries’ preoccupation with object 
and profit. Alternative spaces in the US, funded 
by a young and ambitious NEA (National 
Endowment for the Arts) flourished in the 8Os 
boom into the ‘bureaucratic monoliths’ of today. 
But in recent times these spaces have witnessed 
their style, appearance, policies of franchising the 

statistically underrepresented and support for 
progressive and experimental art; be adopted by 
the larger institutions and the mainstream. In the 
90s this crisis of assimilation along with an ever-
increasing deficit in NEA funding has prompted 
the question: “Exactly what are alternative spaces 
alternative to?” 

It is precisely the flexible nature and 
cavalier approach of the more ‘light-weight’ 
contemporary hybrids that has induced their 
reinvention of the alternative movement. FLAT 
for example has fragmented: Moe has established 
a warehouse (FLAT International) in Baltimore, 
while the South African contingent is satisfied to 
dabble in non-space activities including 
information retrieval and audio-production. 

Though thoroughly adept in the conventions 
of installation, the members of FLAT are perhaps 
most notorious for their uncritical consistency in 
low-fi audio documentation and it is out of these 
unorthodox sound files that the two compact 
disks make their debut. “The principle is that it 
does not matter what you have to say - but it is 
vitally necessary that you say it,” says Jay 
Horsburgh (aka Yaj Marrow) in a flyer 
propagating the situationist inspired event: The 
First Internotional Theatre of Communication. 
And indeed he eats his words as the entire three-
hour FLAT extravaganza in information 
transformation and audience participation is 
canned into a seven-minute track on the first CD. 
Speaking of the recording Allen points out that 
“it is the entropic nature of the performance, 
which is captured on the disk, and not the 
information traded at such an event...” 

Other contributors to the first CD include 
Walker Paterson, Samkelo Matoti, Brendon 
Bussy and Rhett Martyn whose scatological 
outbursts (from the multi-media performance 
Aural Hygiene) evokes John Zorn’s Mikhail 
Zoetrope of 1974. While the second CD is a 
somewhat subdued compilation of Allen’s 
examination of the banality of social discourse. 
Monotonous at times it includes the provocative 
Sell Your Body (After Reich) a self-styled parody 
of Steve Reich’s It's gonna rain. 

In closing it is Barry’s final words on disk 
one that reveal the FLAT attitude towards these 
cultural documents – “as much as the recording is 
capturing the tradition, it signifies its 
disintegration...” These limited edition disks are 
not recommended for those not attuned to 
subversion, banality, monotony or the erroneous 
manipulation of language. 
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The CDs included material that had been made in 1995 after the FLAT had closed, but in a 

continuation of the Miracle Filter process, this material was constructed out of the earlier FLAT 

recordings. This included works using segments from the Internotional, the 1993 New Year’s Eve 

gathering, as well as some German simulcast recordings from TV2000. One of the more 

developed pieces was a work created from a early recording that featured Moonlight’s voice called 

Sell your Body (After Reich) (1995).  

 

In 1997, a debate had been ignited in South Africa over the representation of the ‘other’, 

specifically around the work of Candice Breitz, Minette Vari and Penny Siopsis. It began when 

Okwui Enwezor, the curator for the 2nd Johannesburg Biennale, wrote an essay in a Norwegian 

catalogue for an exhibition on South African art, criticizing these white artists ‘use’ of images of 

black women. Kendall Geers echoed these sentiments in a review for The Star, and an extensive 

response from Breitz followed. With this, an aggressive debate was catalyzed, and Breitz, along 

with Brenda Atkinson invited artists to contribute their perspectives on this critical topic for a 

collection of essays titled Grey Areas.  

I chose to submit an essay that dealt with the issue through reference to the recording of 

Moonlight’s voice at the FLAT Gallery, and my subsequent use of this in a sound work.  My 

attitude about the use of his voice in this particular audio work was at that time extremely 

ambivalent, and so this catalyzed in me the effort to try and articulate some of my thoughts on 

both the work and the question of representing the ‘other’. It is unclear whether Gray Areas was 

ever published and thus I conclude with this essay. A BLACK VOICE was written in November of 

1997. 
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A BLACK VOICE  
 

 

 

It has been with great interest that I have followed the recent debates around the issues of 

representation. I believe that cultural production within the particular historical conditions of 

post-apartheid South Africa throws into sharp relief issues that have broader relevance in a 

post-colonial world. More directly, as a South African artist I have found myself confronting these 

issues in my own work. This was most apparent when I created a sound work that involved the 

appropriation (both metaphorically and literally) of the ‘voice’ of a black African man. I was 

forced to address the complexities and contradictions that arise when one begins to speak across 

what was once an impenetrable wall. And then, in a effort to build on that ‘conversation’ one finds 

oneself engaged in what can easily become a form of suspect representation of the ‘other’. 

The roots of this particular work began in 1993 at the FLAT Gallery in Durban, South 

Africa. A group of artists, including myself, were obsessively recording all social interaction that 

took place at the FLAT. These recordings were made without censure or specific intention, only 

the urge to record (as neutrally as possible) the ‘found sounds’ of this environment and so produce 

a ‘purposefully’ uncritical social document. Often, the resultant tapes would be used as raw 

material for further sound pieces. While many of these works were built with ordinary sounds or 

words reduced through manipulation to pure sound, the most interesting were those created when 

the recorded words were not (at least initially) unhinged from there signifying function. This 

brought to the constructed sound piece both meaning and a definite speaker’s voice. Though the 

subjects were aware of being recorded (so that this was never a surreptitious enterprise,) the very 

act of using and reusing voices other than my own was problematic in terms of 

(mis)representation, permission, ownership or even coercion. 

At that time the FLAT had evolved into a space where artists gathered to work and 

exhibit. It had a free-flowing atmosphere with people coming and going. In apartheid South Africa 

it was not insignificant that this included a diverse group of participants. One conversation 

recorded among many took place during a typical late night session. Four men (all South African) 

engaged in what was a rather ‘ordinary’ late night activity for young men - drinking too much and 

talking about politics and women. What was not ordinary by apartheid era South Africa was the 

fact that one of the men, Moonlight, was black. 
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A grounds-keeper at the Natal Technikon, Moonlight had befriended one of the FLAT 

occupants, Thomas Barry. In a recorded conversation, Moonlight expressed this opinion on the 

subject of prostitution: 

 
Black ladies, just stopping to sell your body! 

White ladies just stopping to sell your body! 

Indian ladies, just stopping to sell your body! 

Er… Colored ladies, just stopping to sell your body!1 

 
I was struck by these phrases. I would not presume to know what Moonlight ‘meant’, and 

our meeting was the result of such a rare contingency that we have not met again. Rather I seek to 

elaborate on the thoughts that his words provoked for me. 

That the speaker, a black man, in speaking to women - all women - would address them 

as Black, White, Indian, Coloured seemed to me to reveal how thoroughly entrenched in one’s 

consciousness was apartheid’s notorious classification programme. In a system where any single 

individual was identified first by racial group, it was not surprising at the time that Moonlight 

would address each group separately. However, it also seemed significant that this ‘roll call’ put 

special emphasis on the fact that all women were included, and that no woman, whatever her race, 

was exempt from his warning. Such an admonishment to women from a man might imply respect, 

yet such a statement also begins to speak for women. The implication is: “Women should not…” 

and so reveals the complexity of a man speaking for women (his ‘other’). 

That Moonlight had spoken to women and addresses each group separately revealed a 

complex dynamic of relationships across gender and racial lines; however the repetitive patterns of 

these phrases also asserted themselves on a purely formal level. Some months later, when I began 

to use the collected raw audio material to generate sound works, I revisited this conversation with 

Moonlight and ‘looped’ the above quoted sample. The original audio information was 

subsequently superimposed upon itself numerous times to produce a work that began with 

recognizable words and then progressed into a cacophony of sounds. 

My initial influences for this process were the technical experiments of American 

composer Steve Reich, in which he constructed a ‘new music’ entirely from recorded words. More 

significant was the fact that he too appropriated voices in his work, and in two very important 

pieces, the voices of black men. They were a Pentecostal street preacher named Brother Walter, 

and a youth accused of murder in the Harlem Riots of 1964, Daniel Hamm. In the recording of 
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Brother Walter, Reich used words from a sermon on the Biblical Story of the Great Flood (“Its 

Gonna Rain”) and by superimposing repeated sounds created a cyclical ‘wash.’ He described the 

work by calling it “controlled chaos... appropriate to the subject matter - the end of the world.” 2 In 

this way he participated in the original massage of the sermon. And Brother Walter is given credits 

in the liner notes. 

The second example operated in a very different way: it also appropriated the ‘voice' of 

another, but was originally produced, in part, for a benefit on behalf of the individual whose voice 

is heard. Reich describes the sources for the work Come Out in the liner notes of the CD: 

 
Composed in 1966, it was originally part of a benefit presented at Town Hall in New York City for 

the retrial, with lawyers of their own choosing, of the six boys arrested for murder during the 

Harlem riots of 1964. The voice is that of Daniel Hamm, now acquitted and then 19, describing a 

beating he took in Harlem’s 28th precinct station. The police were about to take the boys out to be 

‘cleaned up’ and were only taking those that were visibly bleeding. Since Hamm had no actual 

open bleeding he proceeded to squeeze open a bruise on his leg so that he would be taken to the 

hospital. “I had to like open the bruise up to let some of the bruise blood come out to show them.” 3 

 
Both the appropriation of another’s ‘voice’ and the formal manipulation of that voice are 

problematic. When words are reduced to pure sound there is risk of loosing the potency of their 

original content. Yet it is significant that Reich’s work has overtly ‘political’ content and function 

created in the spirit of a ‘protest’; it is done for the benefit of another whose voice is ‘taken’. 

While work of this kind protests the suffering of another, it unintentionally reveals the divide 

between the experience of the one who ‘speaks’ (the artist) and the experience of the one ‘spoken 

of’ (the subject.) Is there merit in a work which allows the voice of another to be heard, but does 

so through manipulation. Is that merit somehow negated when formal manipulations ‘aestheticize’ 

these words into abstract sounds? Do such efforts speak accurately for the appropriated voice and 

if so with respect? Are these concepts ‘speaking for’ and ‘respect’ mutually exclusive? Reich’s 

abstracted sounds, appropriated from the voices of others, may be problematic, yet what would 

have been accomplished by leaving these voices silent? 

These questions are resonant with the contradictions that were inherent in the so-called 

‘resistant art’ of South Africa (from the 70s and 80s). The fact that the work of many White artists 

of this period was produced at a time when to remain silent, or not to speak of the ‘other’ in the 

                                                                                                                                
1 Moonlight; ‘New Years Eve 93’, FLAT Recordings, Tape 2, Durban, FLAT, Dec, 1993 
2 Steve Reich; Liner notes from the CD: Early Work, Elektra Nonesuch; 1987. 
3 Ibid. 
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face of outrageous injustices, would have been immoral. The alternative, to retreat into academic 

formalist abstraction or sanitized images, would have been unconscionable. Though justifiable at 

the time, some of these strategies may have been outgrown. Perhaps they now require a sensitivity 

to the complexities of ‘speaking for’ and ‘speaking of’. Clive Kellner addresses this when he 

points out that “speaking from one’s own position, not through that of the Other, will contribute to 

a heterogeneous, yet cohesive social politik.” 4 

And yet I wonder if it is it possible (particularly in race-obsessed South Africa) to speak 

solely ‘of oneself’ without  implicating the ‘other’? How can any self-critical process not make 

reference to that which is intrinsically present in its critique? Indeed, to deny individuals who 

occupy any particular ‘side’ (across gender, race or economic lines) access to representation of the 

‘other side’ is to obliterate their mutual interaction, (even if that interaction be problematic.) The 

issue is perhaps not a question of ‘who has the authority to represent whom’ but rather, a need for 

more voices in the debate. 

In exposing the contradictions that lie in any construction of ‘self’ and of ‘other’ we may 

begin to understand the dynamics of ‘otherness’ operating in a changing society. For this 

‘otherness’ may reveal itself as a relative thing, not always rigidly located in one’s race, gender, or 

economic status solely. Rather, the complex composite of factors that make up each ‘individual’ 

shift with each social interaction and with each formation and reformation of affinities within a 

group. 

The original recording of Moonlight was a document of an authentic social interaction 

between a black man and three white men. As with many FLAT tapes, the conversation revealed 

how awkward our efforts can be when we seek to communicate. I look back on that work without 

any clear resolution as to the ‘correctness’ of such an act, but I am certain that the encounter was 

significant in its implications. Both the original recorded materials and the resultant sound work 

are resonant with larger ‘conversations’ that are now taking place. Did I appropriate Moonlight’s 

voice ill advisedly? To have excluded him from the number of voices that I used (and still use) to 

create sound works would have been to remove a valid ‘voice’ from the FLAT documents. 

                                                
4 Clive Kellner; ‘Cultural Production in Post-Apartheid South Africa’, Trade Routes: History and Geography; The 2nd 
Johannesburg Biennale Catalogue, 1997, p. 30. 
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